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Abstract. This paper describes ongoing work on a project to simulate the behaviour of epidermal growth factor receptors. These
are structures which can be found on the surface of cells in the body, which receive and process chemical signals concerned with
cell growth. The implementation of a program which simulates the stimulation and clustering behaviour of these structures is
described, then the paper discusses how the simulation can be scaled up so that a whole cell can be simulated on a tractable
timescale. Finally some early results are given which show the effect of changing parameters in the system, and discuss ongoing
work on calibrating the simulation against results from experiments.

1. Biological background

In order for the body to function, cells need to com-
municate with each other. One important mechanism
for this is the diffusion of chemical signalling molecules
(known as ligands) in tissues, which are in turn received
by receptors on the surface of cells [20,28]. Once these
signalling molecules have bound to the receptors, they
trigger a set of events inside the cell (Fig. 1).

A particular example of a system of this type is
the epidermal growth factors (EGFs) and their recep-
tors [48]. This consists of four different receptors (one
of which can exist in four different forms) which can
be bound to by at least ten different ligand types. Once
the receptors have bound ligand, they form clusters
which stimulate within-cell signalling events concerned
with cell growth. Thus the cell can communicate with
the extracellular environment without molecules being
passed through the cell membrane.

This system is of medical importance, because it can
go wrong in a number of ways leading to the formation
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of cancers. Three mechanisms are known to cause such
problems. Firstly a mutation can cause the cell to gen-
erate its own growth factor, thus generating unchecked
cell growth. Secondly mutations in the genes speci-
fying the receptor can cause it to be in a constantly
activated state regardless of the presence or absence of
ligand. A third problem occurs when too many recep-
tors are created because of e.g. a problem with the
expression of the receptor genes, meaning that the cell
exhibits excessive growth for small amounts of signal.

We would like to understand the dynamics of this
clustering process better and to understand what causes
the clusters to form in a particular way and how they de-
velop with time. The cluster formation can be observed
by tagging the receptors with a fluorescent protein and
filming the motion under an optical microscope [18].
At first the fluorescence is distributed evenly around
the cell, but five minutes after ligand molecules have
been introduced clusters can clearly be seen (Fig. 2(a)).
Using image processing software clusters can be iden-
tified (Fig. 2(b)) and the number of clusters of various
sizes counted (Fig. 2(c)). Nonetheless this data pro-
vides little direct insight into the processes which are
causing this cluster formation. To understand this better
we have been developing computer simulations which
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Fig. 1. How cells receive signals using receptors.

will allow us to try out different hypotheses for the be-
haviour underlying this experimental data, for example
by simulating different conjectured mechanisms which
give rise to the clustering and adjusting the parameters
within those mechanisms.

2. Related work

The most traditional use of computer simulation in
cellular biology has been in modelling the stoichio-
metrics of reactions within the cell [15]. Such ap-
proaches have used both programs specifically written
to carry out these calculations, such as Gepasi [30,31]
and SCAMP/Jarnac [41,42], as well as general mathe-
matical programs such as Matlab [38] and Maple [21]
and numerical DE-solvers. Other work (e.g. [1–3]) has
modelled the developmental process in the early life of
the cell.

Such modelling techniques cannot be used to under-
stand phenomena which depend on the spatial distribu-
tion of individual molecules, where the complete mix-
ing assumption which underlies the above projects can-
not be applied. Instead we need to take an approach to
simulation which is based on creating interacting mod-
els of individual components in the simulation; such
models have a long history of success in ecological re-
search [13,29] but have seen fewer applications at the
cellular level.

Nonetheless there have been some successful appli-
cations of this type of modelling to the analysis of sys-
tems such as cell-signalling networks [9,10], the G-
protein cascade [26,25] and the microphysiology of
synaptic transmission [6].

Other systems have been developed which attempt
to simulate the “whole cell”. Examples of this are E-
Cell [47] and the Virtual Cell [43]. These are very
exciting and ambitious projects; however to use such
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(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 2. Image analysis of EGFR clustering in a mouse fibroblast cell micro-injected with a GFP-tagged EGFR cDNA. (a) Original image obtained
5 minutes after addition of 500 nm EGF. (b) Image after analysis using SimplePCI software, with objects of interest highlighted. (c) Data on
cluster area generated using the SimplePCI software.

a system requires much of knowledge about the par-
ticular type of cell in question, in particular detailed
sequence- and structure- data about the proteins in the
cell. In problems such as the one studied in this pa-
per, there are limited amounts of data. Nonetheless the
questions we would like to answer are correspondingly
limited, and we have created a focused tool which al-
lows us to exploit what data is available and actively
apply the simulation system to discovering conjectures
for parameters in the real system. This “middlebrow
modelling” approach allows investigations of focused
problems which fall between broad qualitative “models
of ideas” [40] and models which aim to reproduce the
entire cell in silico.

3. Simulation aims and design

We have created a simulation of this clustering be-
haviour, based on an individual-based object-oriented

model of the cell surface. Object-oriented (OO) mod-
elling is a powerful technique for modelling complex
systems [8,22,32]. Designing a single algorithm which
defines the outcome of a simulation of a system such
as the above would be very difficult, if not impossible.
Instead, objects are used to represent real-world entities
which are components of the system. Objects encapsu-
late the state and behaviour of real-world entities. This
behaviour can include interactions with other objects,
which in turn may influence the state and behaviour of
these objects. The complexity of the system emerges
from these interactions.

This object-oriented approach provides an approach
to modelling systems which can be carried through
from the analysis phase of studying the system to be
put on the computer, through the design of the com-
puter program, through to the final implementation
through the use of object-oriented programming lan-
guages. Another advantage is that OO approaches
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can be readily combined with parallel computing ap-
proaches – the two approaches are not mutually exclu-
sive choices, and indeed the OO structure can suggest
ways of naturally parallelizing the problem [36,37].

The primary classes of objects used in modelling
growth factor receptor aggregation are the receptor
molecules themselves. In order to create objects which
represent molecules, it was necessary to decide which
characteristics of molecules are important in the con-
text of the simulation. In reality, cell surface molecules
exist somewhere in the cell membrane and they exhibit
Brownian motion (except when there are interactions
between the receptors) [24]. Growth factor receptors
(represented by a Molecule class in the system) have
a certain affinity for other receptors of the same family
to form dimers, which is greatly increased by the addi-
tion of ligand. These dimers then form larger clusters.

The Molecule class was written to contain infor-
mation about individual receptor monomers in the sim-
ulation. The state of a Molecule object can be rep-
resented by its position in the cell membrane, the di-
rection and speed with which it diffuses in the cell
membrane, its size and whether or not it has ligand
bound. Thus, the attributes representing the state of a
Molecule object include x- and y- floating-point co-
ordinates, to indicate location, and values for dx and dy
to indicate changes to x and y caused by moving (i.e. to
define the direction of its next move). A Molecule’s
size is represented by a diameter which is proportional
to the number of subunits it contains. A Molecule’s
type contains information about the number of subunits
and whether or not it has ligand bound. The behaviour
of Molecule objects includes, for example, the abil-
ity to move, to bind ligand, and to form aggregates with
other Molecules.

Dimers and higher-order oligomers (clusters of re-
ceptors) have many of the same characteristics as re-
ceptor monomers and behave much the same way on
the cell surface. They have a location, size, they move,
collide and bind to each other. One powerful feature of
object-oriented design is the use of inheritance, which
allows a subclass to inherit the attributes and behaviour
of another while allowing added functionality not in-
cluded in the superclass. TheMultimer class is a sub-
class of Molecule to represent aggregates of one or
more receptor monomers. It inherits most the function-
ality of Molecule, but has an additional collection at-
tribute to keep references to the individualMolecules
of which it is composed. In this way, a Multimer
is both a Molecule and a collection of Molecules
(Fig. 3). It also has the ability to dissociate, a behaviour
that is not allowed in Molecule objects.

Multimer

Molecule

"is a collection of"

"specializes to"

Fig. 3. Modelling the multimer class as simultaneously a collection
of and special case of the molecule class.

This property of Multimers, where they are both a
type of Molecule in their own right and a collection
of Molecules demonstrates a pattern which might
well be found in other scientific models. It would be
worthwhile to study a number of models and attempt
to see what similar features emerge. Are there design
patterns which are science-specific which could help in
the design of simulations, in the way in which general
design patterns [17] have helped in programming more
generally?

An object of the CellSurface class acts as the
simulation engine. This object correlates to a rect-
angular portion of a cell membrane, in which the
Molecules move and interact. The area it covers is
represented by an attribute which is a two dimensional
Cartesian plane with the location of objects within that
plane given by floating-point coordinates, so that the lo-
cation of the Molecules can be determined precisely.
The cell surface is clearly not a strictly planar struc-
ture as it is highly dynamic forming structures such
as filopodia and lammelapodia. However our model
however only simulates a small, typical, patch of the
cell surface and thus this can be considered as essen-
tially flat. Although a cell is a three dimensional entity,
cell surface molecules are embedded in or attached to
the cell membrane, which is essentially a planar sur-
face, particularly over small areas. The motion of these
molecules is therefore constrained to two dimensions,
and can be modelled in this way. Molecules move
on the CellSurface in a toroidal fashion. As a
Molecule leaves the confines of theCellSurface,
its position is reset such that it re-enters on the oppo-
site side. This provides an easy way to represent a
typical area of cell surface where the incoming flux of
Molecules into that area is the same as the outgoing.

Each CellSurface object is associated with an
AffinityTable object. This provides a two dimen-
sional array of values for association probabilities, the
indices of which correspond to the Molecule types.
Thus, when two Molecules collide, their affinity can
be looked up in this table based on their values for type
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Fig. 4. An example of transition probabilities between various states.

(an example is given in Fig. 4). TheAffinityTable
also has an array for dissociation probabilities in which
the indices correspond to molecule type.

The design is summarized in a UML [16,46] diagram
in Fig. 5.

The simulation begins with the initialisation of the
cell surface. This involves creating a CellSurface
object and populating it with unliganded monomers
distributed randomly about the surface with respect to
a uniform distribution. This is certainly true at the level
of resolution of the light microscope (see for instance
Fig. 3(a) at http://www.cs.ukc.ac.uk/people/staff/cgj/
research/receptors.html). Some evidence has been re-
ported of very small structures called lipid rafts [11]
in which it has been suggested that some proteins (in-
cluding growth factor receptors) may be concentrated.
There are however contrary reports and as this is not

well established as a first approximation we have cho-
sen to give the monomers a random distribution at the
initial state of the model.

The program then runs as a loop (representing the
passage of time) in which the Molecules are moved
in a manner which simulates Brownian motion. This
simulates the collision of the molecules of interest with
the ambient molecules in the cell which have no prob-
ability of binding to them, i.e. the vast majority of col-
lisions which happen during the lifetime of the recep-
tor. At the beginning of any cycle through this loop the
user can choose to simulate the addition of ligand to the
CellSurface, which initiates the aggregation pro-
cess. The user can vary the quantity of ligand added by
determining the percentage of the existing unliganded
receptor monomers to change their type to liganded.
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Fig. 5. A UML diagram to summarize the design of the simulation.

All these liganding events occur at the beginning of the
current cycle through the time-loop.

When the positions of two Molecules indicate
that a collision between the two has occurred the
CellSurface uses the AffinityTable to look
up values for binding and dissociation constants. The
sequence is as follows: a Molecule moves and its
position is checked with regard to otherMolecules in
the simulation. If there is any overlap between the area
covered by that Molecule and another Molecule,

a collision is deemed to have taken place. A random
probability is chosen, and if this is below the affinity
threshold from the AffinityTable a Multimer is
formed whose subunits consist of the monomers from
the colliding Molecules. If, however, the probability
is above the affinity threshold, the moving Molecule
stops at the point in its trajectory just outside the area
of the other Molecule. Thus, Molecules cannot
move through each other, and no two Molecules can
occupy the same space.
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Fig. 6. A snapshot from the animation of a portion of the cell surface. The cell surface shortly after ligand addition.

The graphical display of the CellSurface draws
each Molecule as a circle whose area is proportional
to the number of subunits it contains. This can be
used to generate a computergraphical animation of the
changing state of the cell surface (Figs 6, 7 and 8). The
program can also generate statistics about the changing
state of the cell with time.

4. Speeding up the simulation

The cell surface is represented as a two dimensional
rectangle on which the various components are repre-
sented via a pair of floating-point coordinates. This
space represents a part of the surface of the cell, and
toroidal coordinates are used (a component leaving the
top of the rectangle returns at the base of the cell, one
leaving the right hand side returns on the left, and vice
versa) as a simple way of ensuring that the number
of molecules in the area is conserved. This is a sim-
ple model which works well, as in a typical region on

the surface the inward flux of material is equal to the
outward flux.

This use of floating-point positions contrasts with the
common use of lattice models in individual-based mod-
elling (e.g. [27]). In lattice models each component
is placed at a pair of integer coordinates on a lattice,
which can lead to artifacts which do not represent the
real world; an example would be that (given a simple
move up-down-left-right model of motion) there is a
bias toward motion in the grid directions which does not
reflect the uniformity of the real world. It also contrasts
with continuum models based upon density gradients
of molecules (e.g. [35,12,5]). In summary the objects
which are discrete in the real world (i.e. the individual
molecules) are represented by discrete computational
objects, whilst the parts of the system which are contin-
uous (i.e. the ambient medium in which the molecules
move) are represented by a continuum of values in the
computer.

One reason why lattice models are typically used in
individual based spatial modelling is to simplify the
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Fig. 7. A snapshot from the animation of a portion of the cell surface. Approximately half way through the simulation (∼ 12000 iterations).

problem of collision detection between particles in the
system. However in our model we have introduced a
technique which allows fast collision detection whilst
retaining the idea of each object’s position being rep-
resented by floating-point coordinates.

This system exploits the ability of OO systems to
link two pieces of information together so that each of
the two pieces is mutually aware of the other. We use
this to combine the advantages of the lattice and contin-
uum representations. The main representation places
the receptors on the 2-dimensional floating-point con-
tinuum; all motion takes place in this space. However
in addition to this space a grid spans the space.

Each point on this grid “owns” the rectangle of the
surface for which it is the top left-hand corner. At each
crossing point on the grid there is a list (a variable-
length array type such as a Java ArrayList) of ref-
erences (C-style pointers) to objects which are of the
class of the items on the surface. This is easily ex-
tended to multiple types of object moving on the sur-
face, by having the pointers point to a Java-style inter-

face type, which is implemented by all of the points on
the surface.

The simulation begins by iterating through the ob-
jects on the surface, calculating which region(s) they
belong to, and adding a reference from the appropriate
grid point to the object (Fig. 9). The program then
makes a list of references (C-style pointers again, or
just coordinates) back from the object to the grid points
which contain them. This ability for two objects to both
know data about each other is a powerful technique in
object-oriented modelling, and is a powerful way to get
away from an oversimple hierarchical view where each
piece of data contains other data, and not vice versa.

Once this data structure has been established, check-
ing for collisions is easy. Take the object which we are
interested in, and iterate through its list of grid points.
This gives us a list of regions which the object occupies.
These grid points are then taken in turn and their list
of objects iterated through. This gives a list of objects
which occupy the region in question. An intersection
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Fig. 8. A snapshot from the animation of a portion of the cell surface. Simulation complete (∼ 24000 iterations).

check can then be done on each of those objects with
the original object.

If an object moves a single method can be called
which updates its grid position. This method calculates
which regions of the grid the object now interacts with.
Using this list and the previous list, a message could
be sent to each of the grid-points whose regions are
not longer occupied asking that it be removed from
that grid-point’s list of objects. It then removes its
own links to any regions which are no longer occupied,
and sends messages to the grid-points belonging to any
newly occupied region asking for it to be added to its
list. This can be neatly contained in its own method.

There are similarities between this idea and various
other approaches used in fluid mechanics, plasma sim-
ulation, et cetera [39,14,4,44,37]. However one of the
strengths of the approach above is that the code which
keeps track of the position of the particles relative to the
grid points is self-contained; we do not have to incor-
porate code which takes this issue into account every

time we write a piece of code which can move particles.
A further discussion of this is given in [23].

Figures 10, 11 and 12 give results for three experi-
ments with a different number of molecules in each ex-
periment. The results are clear; using the grid speeds up
the program immensely, reducing the increase in com-
putational load as we increase the scale of the experi-
ments to almost constant regardless of the size of the
experiment. This is beneficial as we want to simulate
a realistic cell with hundreds of thousands of relevant
molecules. In figure 10 a reduction in the run time as
the number of molecules is increased is observed; this
appears to be an experimental fluctuation rather than a
genuine phenomenon.

Further experiments have been aimed at finding the
optimal size for the grid. If the size of the squares in
the grid is too large, then the program needs to look
through too many objects each time a collision check
is performed. If the grid becomes too small, then there
needs to be large numbers of links, because each object
occupies multiple grid-regions. Intuitively the best size
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Fig. 9. Clamping the objects to the corners of the grids which represent them.
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Fig. 10. Comparing the grid-based algorithm with the algorithm which checks all possibilities (1000 moves).

would seem to be slightly larger than the typical size
of the object, as this would prevent both of these ex-
tremes – we might characterize this by saying that the
typical tile should contain one object most of the time.
Thus we expect a U-shaped curve. Results confirming
this are given in Fig. 13.

5. Experiments

Development of the simulation is ongoing as is inte-
grating the simulation work with current experimental
work. In this section we present some early experi-
ments with the system. The results were carried out
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Fig. 11. Comparing the grid-based algorithm with the algorithm which checks all possibilities (10000 moves).
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Fig. 12. Comparing the grid-based algorithm with the algorithm which checks all possibilities (100000 moves).

using Java1.3 on a standard desktop PC (a Pentium III
with 256 MB of RAM).

5.1. Confirming that Brownian motion is being
accurately simulated

Earlier on in the paper it was suggested that one of
the important aspects of object-oriented programming

is that individual components of the system can be
programmed “in the small” and let the global properties
of the system emerge. An important part of confirming
that the system is working correctly is checking that
certain standard behaviours emerge.

One example of this is confirming that the underlying
motion rules give rise to Brownian motion. Berg [7]
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shows that the relationship between the mean square
distance of diffusing particles from the origin 〈r 2〉, the
diffusion coefficient D and time t is of the form 〈r2〉 =
4Dt. Therefore given that the diffusion coefficient in
our system is constant,we would expect 〈r2〉 to increase
linearly with time in our system. A first experiment was
carried out in which only the implicit collisions were
carried out, i.e. those changes in molecule direction
which occurred at the end of a timestep because of a
collision with a molecule not explicitly represented in
the system.

These experiments had the following characteristics.
A value for D was chosen as 5× 10−9cm2/s, which is
an estimate for the diffusion coefficient for a small pro-
tein in a lipid bilayer [7]. However the precise value of
this coefficient is not significant with respect to deter-
mining whether the relationship is linear, however it is
useful for estimating how much real time is represented
by each timestep of the simulation. The simulations
were carried out with 10000 molecules.

The results from this are shown in Figs 14(a) and
(b). The relationship is clearly linear, and the gradient
of the increase varies according to molecular weight as
expected.

A second experiment was carried out which included
the explicit collisions, i.e. the collisions between two
molecules which are explicitly represented in the sys-

tem. The probability of aggregation was set to zero;
therefore all changes of direction represent either an
explicit or implicit collision. The results of this experi-
ment are given in Fig. 15. Again there is a clear match
between predicted and experimental results.

5.2. Parameter sensitivity

One way in which this system can be used is to probe
the parameter-space of the system to discover which
of the parameters in the system are most significant in
producing the behaviour of interest. This is important
for a number of reasons. Firstly it provides a way
for experimental scientists to decide which components
of the system are worth investigating experimentally,
by seeing which parts of the simulated system most
affect that phenomenon of interest. These can then
be prioritised for experimental investigation, whereas
those components which seem to have little effect can
be treated as a lower priority.

A second motivation is medical in origin. One of the
aims of understanding systems such as this is the desire
to change the behaviour of the system so as to attack
the underlying causes of illnesses. In order to provide
an effective treatment the treatment agent must affect
some part of the system which causes the phenomenon
of interest to change.
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Fig. 14. Tests to confirm that brownian motion is emerging from the basic motions of the particles in the system. (a) gives results for 1–10 mers,
(b) gives results for 20–50 mers.

Thirdly such studies are of interest because they shed
light on how “generic” a particular phenomenon is. Is
a particular phenomenon the typical result of a sys-
tem of that kind, regardless of the details of the pa-

rameter settings? Is it an isolated phenomenon which
can only be found in a small area within the parameter
space? Are similar phenomena caused by nearby pa-
rameter settings, and if so does this provide a poten-
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tial route through which an evolutionary process could
have reached the current situation?

All experiments were run three times. There are 500
receptors on the cell surface, and the cell surface rep-
resents approximately 2 × 10−12m2, which is approx-
imately 1/200th of the area of the cell. The graphs
give the average value for each experiment. In all ex-
periments the following characteristics were measured:
the mean cluster size, the number of monomers, the
number of clusters, and the number of dimers on the
cell surface at the end of the run when the system has
reached equilibrium (i.e. where the amount of dis-
sociation balances out against association and cluster
formation).

In the first experiment the initial ligand concentra-
tion was varied from 10% to 100% and the aforemen-
tioned characteristics measured. The results are given
in Fig. 16. The results demonstrate that the relation-
ship between this and the various parameters is typi-
cally linear. Clearly the number of monomers declines
linearly with increased ligand occupancy, because al-
most all liganded monomers are bound into dimers or
clusters with time. The number of clusters and their
size increases steadily with increased ligand concentra-
tion. This is unsurprising; the more liganded molecules
present the more likely it is that clusters will form in
particular regions in the cell, and once a cluster reaches
a certain size it takes a long time to move close to
another cluster, therefore that cluster will be likely to
grow by accretion of dimers from its local area. The
number of dimers at first appears to be very variable,

however the overall numbers are very small compared
to the overall number of molecules in the simulation;
it would require more experiments to see whether the
shape of the curve there is really more than just random
fluctuation.

The second and third experiments varied the rate
respectively of association (Fig. 17) and dissociation
Fig. 18) in the cell. The difference is marked. Chang-
ing levels of association have a fairly minor effect on
the final state of the cell, whilst there is a sharp change
in behaviour within a very small area on the dissoci-
ation probability axis. One possible explanation for
this is that in the long run the number of opportunities
for association is large, so even if the probability of
association is small the long term behaviour will be the
same. The suddenness of the change in the behaviour
when the dissociation is an interesting phenomenon,
reminiscent of phase-transition behaviour; this would
be an interesting phenomenon to investigate further.

6. Ongoing work

Having developed this basic simulation we are cur-
rently extending it in a number of different directions.
At the most basic level we are looking at how the simu-
lation can be extended to model the full range of recep-
tors and ligands in the system. At present the system
only deals with one kind of ligand binding to one re-
ceptor type. This limits the scope of the model; in par-
ticular it is impossible to study the structure of receptor
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Fig. 16. Characteristics of the system at equilibrium with various initial ligand concentrations.
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Fig. 17. Characteristics of the system at equilibrium with various association rates.
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Fig. 18. Characteristics of the system at equilibrium with various dissociation rates.
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clusters using the current model. In the real system
there are seven receptor types which bind at least ten
ligands with different binding strengths [19,48], and
clusters containing a mixture of receptor types have
been observed [34]. Another factor which might influ-
ence the dynamics of the system are lipid rafts which
concentrate receptors in parts of the cell [11].

In addition to further development of the model
we are looking to apply the model to a number of
scientific questions. The most important of these is
obtaining estimates of the values of various parame-
ters in the system that are inaccessible to direct ex-
perimental observation, for example probabilities of
association and dissociation. We are pursuing two
approaches to this. The first is a visual approach
whereby we will create computergraphical “films” of
the simulation which can be looked at alongside films
of the real system obtained by microscopy (these can
be seen at http://www.kent.ac.uk/bio/gullick/Research/
Default.htm). This will allow experts familiar with the
system to adjust parameters until the simulation film
has similar characteristics to the real film. The second
approach involves carrying out image processing on
the real films to obtain statistics such as time series of
changes in cluster size. We will then apply optimization
techniques such as genetic algorithms and tabu search
to find parameter settings which match these statistics
in the output from the simulation.

Another use to which the simulation will be put is in
searching for components of the system which are most
sensitive to change, as such regions might be suitable
targets for therapeutic intervention. Characteristics of
the system such as association and dissociation proba-
bilities can be affected by binding other molecules onto
the receptors or ligands. An example of the successful
therapeutic application of interventions aimed at dis-
rupting an overexpressed growth factor receptor sys-
tem is the anti-cancer drug trastuzumab (HerceptinTM),
which blocks a form of growth factor receptor [45].
To create such treatments in a rational way we need
to search the space of possible intervention sites for
those where small interventions have large effects, and
computational search techniques such as genetic algo-
rithms and active nonlinear tests [33] provide a poten-
tial method for doing this in a tractable way.

A more general ongoing project is examining how
we can create more general object-oriented modelling
techniques for interacting protein systems, and more
generally still how we need to adapt object-oriented
techniques for the type of programming needed for
science rather than business applications.

7. Notes

This work has been funded by the UK Medical Re-
search Council and the University of Kent. The cur-
rent version of the model can be found on the web at
http: //www.cs.ukc.ac.uk/people/staff/cgj/research/re-
ceptors.html.

The authors would like to thank Dennis Bray for his
comments on the work.
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